THE FOOTBALL KIT PODCAST – EPISODE TWO
•

Flagging up a problem – A vexillological issue vexes fans of the Russian national
side, leading to a slight shirt redesign.

•

Interview with Amilcare Elvo – TFKP talk to the senior designer of ambitious Italian
brand Zeus Sport.

•

Notable Mash-Ups – Argentina at the 2010 World Cup.

PART ONE

Early in November 2019 adidas released the Russia kit meant to be worn at the 2020
European Championships.

The shirt, which conforms to the Condivo 20 template, raised eyebrows in Russia as the
flag colours are in the wrong order.

An updated version did away with flag colour sleeve trim, opting for collar matching white.

“Hello...is that Umbro? Some kid reckons that our kits are wrong!”
PART TWO

Amilcare Elvo, the senior designer at Italian brand Zeus Sport, who currently supply Serie
A side Crotone and Serie B promotion hopefuls Salernitana and Frosinone.

Elvo was involved in the deal that saw Legea supply North Korea at the 2010 World Cup.

When working freelance, Amilcare was commissioned to design a range of leisurewear for
his beloved Napoli.

Brescia Calcio Femminile in their Elvo designed Umbro Italia kit.

Back at Zeus as lead designer, Elvo outfitted Frosinone for their 2018/19 Serie A season.

Zeus have supplied Crotone since 2005. The Calabrian side reached Serie A for the first
time in 2016/17, and are currently enjoying their second spell in the Italian top flight.
PART THREE

The 2009-2011 Argentina primary shirt took design cues from the Le Coq Sportif shirt worn
at the 1986 World Cup when La Albiceleste became champions for a second time. The
shirt was worn with black shorts AND socks in promotional images.

White socks with royal blue cuff stripes were used in two of Argentina’s group stage games
in South Africa.

Against Mexico in the Round of 16, La Albiceleste mashed-up by wearing the royal blue
change shorts and socks with the primary shirts.

Thank you for listening to The Football Kit Podcast. We welcome your feedback, give us a
follow on Twitter (@footballkitpod) and let us have your suggestions for future episode
topics. Many thanks to Amilcare Elvo for giving us his time, and to Josh a.k.a. The Kitsman
(@The_Kitsman on Twitter) for the introduction. The Intro track is ‘Jubilation’ by Jeff Wayne,
the theme to ITV’s The Big Match, 1980-86. The outro track ‘Teleseme’ by Steve Cobby is
used by kind permission.
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